
Our growing company is looking to fill the role of commercial operations analyst.
Please review the list of responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal
list, we will consider candidates that do not necessarily have all of the
qualifications, but have sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for commercial operations analyst

Is responsible for analyzing and reflecting the changes in the order
Controls the status of the order and carries out post-sales administrative
tasks
Involved in the development of the multi-year strategic plan for the
Commercial function that combines individual customer strategies and
strategy for the Commercial function more generally with the product and
category strategies of the Product & Innovation organization
Develop and evolve in-depth, insight based and opportunity-oriented
customer strategies
Support in the implementation of formalized and structured account planning
and pipeline management processes across the sales organization
Play a leading role in the systemisation, automation, process enhancement
and continuous improvement agenda of the Commercial function
Leveraging these enhanced systems, develop analytics and reporting for the
Commercial and other functions that incorporate financial & non-financial
metrics and historic & forward-looking metrics to provide critical insights on
our commercial performance on our customers and markets
Leverage these insights to support the ongoing refinement of our sales force
management and go-to-market effectiveness within the Commercial function
Assist in the development of a best-in-class customer communication strategy
that translates the relevant product messaging and overall GN branding into
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Liaise with the Product & Innovation and other functions across a wide range
of activities including go-to-market strategy development, prioritisation of
product launches and specific growth opportunities

Qualifications for commercial operations analyst

Demonstrated ability to balance desire for standardization versus
accommodating business process complexity and variation
BA degree – Business Administration or similar business analytics qualification
Experience in working in a multi-national company with matrix structures
Fluent German and English skills - written and spoken - is mandatory
Knowledge of SAP and salesforce.com
Already worked within the branch medical devices


